In general, the modifications at the conserved purine 37 stabilize codon-anticodon duplexes starting by A or U through stacking and additional H-bonding contacts between the modification groups and the first base pair. In all cases, stacking interactions are centered on the inter-base hydrogen bonds (Fig. S2) . Bulky modifications at the adenine N6 atom are present in the case of "weak" A-U or U-A base pairs in the first duplex position to which they form additional H-bonds. Methyl groups at N1 of G or C2 of A prevent Watson-Crick pair formation and serve to maintain the reading frame during translation in addition to contributing to local stacking interactions.
Unlike the modifications at position 37 which mainly stabilize the adjacent first base pair of codon-anticodon duplex, the modifications at the tRNA position 34 affect the stability of the same codon-anticodon duplex in more subtle and diverse ways ((4-8), rev. in (9)). They were shown to modify the base pairing interactions in the third base pair (4) (5) (6) 9) and change the affinity between the nucleotides (for example, a modified U34 (U34*) pairs favorably with G3, but less favorably with A3 than an unmodified U34 (10, 11) . Also, depending on the chemical adduct(s), like for 2-thiolation of the uracil base or methylation of the 2'-hydroxyl of the ribose, they can reinforce the stability of the adjacent middle base pair of the duplex. Additionally, the modification groups influence the whole shape of the anticodon-codon complex through interactions with neighboring nucleotides of the decoding site of the ribosome. Therefore, the lack of modification at position 34 has a main impact not only for the formation of pairs at the third position, but also on the overall stability and dynamics of codon-anticodon interactions (12) . This remark is particularly relevant for A/U-rich triplets from the southern part of the wheel with low intrinsic stability and for which any mismatch would still decrease it further (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) . Without modifications mainly at positions 34 and/or 37, these hypomodified tRNAs would simply not bind at all because the overall binding energy gain is too low. Conversely, for native tRNAs corresponding to the G/C-rich triplets of the northern part of the coding wheel, that are naturally hypomodified at positions 34 and/or 37, it is not sure they are able to easily miscode A/U-rich codons of the lower part of the wheel and/or to enter into competition with with corresponding naturally hypermodified cognate or near-cognate tRNAs, usually hypermodified at positions 34 and/or 37. The possibility exists that these tRNAs evolved special structural constraints of the anticodon loop and stem of these tRNAs to optimally only adapt to G/C-rich codons (discussed in (1), see also (16, 17) ). Notice, the presence/absence of posttranscriptional modified nucleotides in anticodon stem and loop of tRNA depends much on the nutritional and physiological states of the cell and they are part of a subtle regulation process (for examples see (13) (14) (15) 18) ). In this paper, we focus on the situation where a codon on the mRNA-programmed ribosome is read by a wrong tRNA, leading to the incorporation of a wrong amino acid in the resulting protein. In other words, instead of forming a A-U/C=G pair in the cognate mRNA/tRNA complex a tRNA would form a G•U/U•G pair in the near-cognate mRNA/tRNA complex. In the other situation, which is not symmetric (because of sequence conservation in the tRNAs and the relative proportion of tRNAs in the tRNA pool), a given codon is read either by a cognate tRNA or a near-cognate tRNA. In both cases, tRNAs are in competition for binding to codons in the A site. 
Comments about the absence of correlations between polarity changes and observed miscodings in vivo
Binding with G1•U36 results in significant changes (polarity delta) only for Glu and Asp codons (minitable Fig. 2d ), while the introduction of a U1•G36 pair in the first position maintains roughly the polarity of the amino acid, with an exception for the box containing Trp, Cys, and stop codons, and, to a lesser extent, codons of Tyr (minitable Fig. 3d) . In both cases, the modifications of B37 shift between minor modifications at atom C2 (m 2 A or m 1 G) to larger ones at the N6 atom (e.g. ct 6 A), affecting differently the interactions between purine-37 and the first codon-anticodon base pair (see Figure S2 ).
For G2•U35 pair, a drastic polarity change is observed only for the 4-codon box for Gly and a milder one for 2-codon box for Ser (minitable Fig. 4d) . Here, the duplex strength decreases but type and complexity of B34 modifications vary much between the corresponding tRNAs. This is, however, characteristic of the whole set of substitutions regardless of the polarity changes.
Lastly, the presence of a U2•G35 pair in the second position leads to moderate changes in the amino acid polarity, except for the 2-codon box Leu and codon Phe (minitable Fig. 5d ). Here again, one cannot predict to what extent N34 (modified as cmo 5 U or not as C or G) may help formation of the U•G-mismatch at the middle position of RNA-RNA duplex. It is worthwhile noting that all changes of polarity values above 2.5 involve tRNAs heavily modified either at position 34 or 37, or both. In the minitables, there is about the same numbers of observed miscodings with changes larger than 1 in delta value than with changes less than 1.
Figure S3 Most frequent near-cognate U•G/G•U mispairs identified to date in vivo in wild type E. coli.
Due to the low frequencies of occurrences during translation of a natural mRNAs within a wild-type organism, the detection of miscoding events remained for a long time a difficult task (see a few pioneer's works (19, 20) ). Only recently, very sensitive methods were developed allowing more precise detection and identification of a small amount of illegitimate amino acid(s) at a given position of an easily purified reporter protein (21, 22) . Among these illegitimate incorporations of amino acids, more than half implied U•G/G•U mismatches during translation at either the first or the second position of anticodon. With a different approach, based on detection of the enzyme activity, of which an essential amino acid of a reporter enzyme had been mutated at the gene level, Farabaugh and his collaborators identified similar miscoding cases and reach the same conclusion about the remarkable frequency of U•G/G•U mismatches in wild-type E. coli (23, 24) . In vitro studies at understanding the mechanism of such misreadings have been also performed (25) . In each of the 14 boxes are disclosed the nucleotide sequences of the anticodon proximal stem and loop (from positions 30 to 40 in the whole tRNA molecules) of various E. coli tRNA species that have been experimentally demonstrated to read at low frequency the nearcognate codon indicated outside the box and specific for another amino acid. Only those tRNAs that mispair codons through one of the four combinations of U•G/G•U mismatch at the first or the second position of the codon are shown. Depending on the codon considered, the corresponding mispairing frequencies range between 2×10 -3 -10 -4 per codon (reviewed in (26)). The base numberings are the conventional ones. Both codon and anticodon, indicated in bold, are included within a small red barrel that mimics the WatsonCrick geometry of mini-helix they should formed in the A-site of the ribosome. Symbols in red correspond to pseudouridine and the various known chemical adducts (standard acronyms) resulting from posttranscriptional modifications during tRNA maturation. However, one has to keep in mind that even in wild-type bacteria, the corresponding nucleotides are not necessarily fully modified (strong dependence on the physiological states of the growing cell). U + corresponds to mnm 5 U, U # to cmnm 5 U or mnm 5 U, all other acronyms are those used in the tRNA data bank. For m 6 t 6 in Thr (in box «h») with anticodon CGU, the modification is uncertain (could be ct 6 A). The same for m 2 A in each of the two tRNA Gln (boxes «m» and «n») but m 2 A is highly probable. Numbers in parentheses next to the amino acid within the boxes indicate the relative abundance in E. coli of the native near cognate tRNA species relative to the amount of E. coli native tRNA Leu (anticodon CAG, taken as reference =1). The cellular content of each individual tRNAs have been determined by Ikemura (27) in an independent earlier work by two-dimensional polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. The letter «M» or «m» means Major tRNA species or minor tRNA species respectively, the corresponding tRNA having not been accurately measured yet. The same numbers in parentheses below the amino acid name of a codon correspond also to the relative amount of cellular tRNA but for the tRNA that is cognate of the misread codon and thus in competition with the near cognate tRNA. This information helps to evaluate which one of the cognate or near-cognate tRNA in the E. coli is most abundant and thus better able to win the competition. «n/a» under STOP (codon) means non-applicable. The last blue italic numbers in brackets correspond to the codon (frequency per thousand) in coding genes in E. coli (5607643 codons examined) and taken from the Codon Usage Database, http://www.Kazuza.or.jp/codon/. It helps evaluating the risk of mistranslation events in a given protein, the risk is particularly high, as discussed in the paper, for the accidental replacements between amino acids bearing different polarities. Figure S4 . Most frequent near-cognate U•G/G•U mispairs identified to date in vivo in wild type S. cerevisiae. The same type of works as for E. coli has been also applied for identifying characteristic significant mispairings in S. cerevisiae (28) (29) (30) . Mispairings at stop codon were also deduced from analysis by mass spectrometry of the amino acid found in response to the nonsense codon in the read-through product of an easily purified reporter protein (31) (32) (33) . The type of mispairing is subsequently deduced from the correlation between the identity of the misincorporated amino acid and the anticodon sequences of the few tRNAs carrying the same amino acid that are normally present in the cytoplasm of the cell host. Remarkably, there are only 8 mispairings clearly identified in S. cerevisiae, while 14 are mentioned above for E. coli. However, the mispairs observed in yeast, also exist in E. coli but not the reverse. Some difference may result from the absence of a tRNA species in one organism and not in the other. For example, absence of miscoding AGG codon-Arg by tRNA Lys (anticodon CUU) and GGG-codon-Gly by tRNA Glu (anticodon CUC) result from the lack of two isoacceptor species in the cellular tRNA pool of E. coli (C34-sparing). To know whether a tRNA gene, and thus the corresponding cellular tRNA exist in an organism, see Fig. 6 in ref. (34) . According to Farabaugh and colleagues (30) , the error frequency seems about threefold lower in S. cerevisiae than in E. coli, attesting for probable more accurate translation machinery in yeast than in bacteria, however the molecular basis of this observation remains elusive. Moreover, the higher levels of nonsense suppression, as compare to the lower level of sense codon misreadings, allow to reveal the existence of a distinct set of natural aminoacyl-tRNAs of the cellular pool able to compete significantly to each other, yet with different efficiencies, at readthrough one of the three stop codons. Among these natural 'suppressor' tRNAs were the tRNA Gln (anticodon U*UG) and tRNA Arg (anticodon U*CG) reading UAA and UGA respectively by formation of U•G pairs at the first position of the codon.
